Móz Designs is recognized by the design/build community as a leading manufacturer of innovative and easy to assemble architectural materials, products and design solutions. We take pride in delivering both unsurpassed quality in products and excellent customer service.
Móz Designs is a full-service sheet metal manufacturer that works with your original drawings to create whatever you can imagine. Our expert project managers can help you meet your project’s specific requirements, budget and schedule.

**Our Capabilities:**
- Full Service Sheet Metal Shop
- CNC Routers and Laser Cutting
- 12 Foot Capacity Shearing, Rolling and Brake Press Operations
- 3 Spray Booths, plus Powder and Kynar Coatings Options
- Welding / Fabrication / Assembly Stations

**Custom Fabrication**
- Custom Size, Thickness, and Design Options for a Personalized Product
- In-House Quality Controlled Manufacturing and Engineering
- Integration of Different Materials: Metal, Wood, Glass and Plastics
- Qualified Technologies and Labor
- Special Attention to Details

**Design/Development/Engineering**
- Design / CAD Assistance
- Valuable Engineering
- Specifications and Technical Drawings
- Installation Support

**Locally Sourced, Locally Made**
- Manufactured in the U.S.A.
- Our Products Contribute to LEED® v4 Materials and Resources Credits
- 100% Solar Powered Manufacturing Plant
- Family Owned Since 1989

**Why Móz**

Móz Designs is a full-service sheet metal manufacturer that works with your original drawings to create whatever you can imagine. Our expert project managers can help you meet your project’s specific requirements, budget and schedule.
Mőz metals are made from solid core metal giving it more integrity than a standard foil laminate. Available in a variety of gage thicknesses to go beyond a laminate and become a true building material.

**Aluminum**
Solid core metal sheets of aluminum are our most popular material. Available in all Color Collections and in a variety of thicknesses ranging from .040” for use as a laminate, up to .125” for use on our architectural products. Also available in Laser Cut, Perforated, Engravings, and Corrugated.
- Lightweight
- Easy to Form
- Cost Effective
- 100% Recyclable

**Stainless Steel**
Stainless steel provides superior impact strength and is particularly useful in hospitals or food production areas because of its sanitization characteristics. Available only in Mőz grained or embossed patterns; colors not available.
- High Impact
- Easy to Sanitize
- Corrosion-Resistant

**Colors**
Our Collections offer an endless variety of aesthetic options, whether you’re looking for a subtle understated surface or trying to make a design statement.

**Grains**
The foundation of Mőz Metal is the unique etched metal grains which provide a depth and distinction only found in Mőz Metals. Ranging from subtle to bold our machine and hand crafted grains can be suitable for any project.

**Finishes**
We offer a wide variety of finishes from interior (gloss or matte) to powder coats to withstand the harshest environments.

**Stainless Steel** available in Mőz signature grains as well as common Brushed #4 and Embossed patterns.

**Exterior Colors Available**
Take our signature metal colors and grains outdoors with a 5-year warranty! We can also provide a Duranar® Fluoropolymer coating to our columns and wall panels for an extended 10-20 year warranty (solid colors only)

Choose your Materials

Choose your Finish
Architectural Products

- Columns
- Flat Walls
- Dimensional Walls
- Room Dividers
- MÓZ ART
Móz column covers offer variety and possibilities with thousands of color options not typically available. Our simple specification process makes it easy to choose the options that fit your project’s budget and installation environment.

Features:

- Systemized solution for ease of installation.
- Aluminum, Perforated, Laser Cut, and Stainless
- Custom sizes and scalability
- Over 3,000 Móz Color & Grain options
- Powder & Kynar based coatings rated for exterior up to 10-20 years

Embossed Stainless available for higher impact installations.
FLAT WALLS

TERRACE & KEY-SLOT WALL PANELS

For a truly upscale look and feel, formed Terrace and Key-Slot Wall Panels are the perfect choice to fit your project’s design and budget. Pre-formed and sized panels deliver as a ready-to-install system.

Features:

- Systemized solution for ease of installation.
- Custom sizes and scalability
- Over 3,000 Môz Color & Grain options
- Powder & Kynar based coatings rated for exterior up to 10-20 years
DIMENSIONAL WALLS

WEAVE WALL, BASKET WEAVE

Make an impressive statement with Móz Dimensional Walls. Designed for easy assembly and installation, and decorated with our unique grains and colors to provide texture, depth and movement to your environments. Whether you have a large or small installation, we can work with your design team to achieve something amazing!

Features:
- Systemized solution for ease of installation.
- Aluminum and Perforated (Weave Wall only)
- Custom sizes and scalability
- Over 3,000 Móz Color & Grain options
- Powder & Kynar based coatings rated for exterior up to 10-20 years

Weave Walls – Classic Antique, Gold, Bamboo

For larger installations, more pieces can be attached using a splice at the ends of structural bars.

Weave Wall System
DIMENSIONAL WALLS

TIDES OCEAN WAVES, BREAKING WAVES

Calming, lapping waves roll off your walls with Móz Tides. Available in three styles: Ocean Waves, Rolling Waves and Breaking Waves, each add dimension and character to your projects. Order 18 panels or 80, the system is easily scalable for any size environment, from small offices and waiting areas to large lobbies, atrium, and corridors.

Features:
- Systemized solution for ease of installation
- Aluminum and Perforated
- Custom sizes and scalability
- Over 3,000 Móz Color & Grain options
- Powder & Kynar based coatings rated for exterior up to 10-20 years

Tides Ocean Waves Wall System

Custom Tides Rolling Waves – Blendz Custom Fog

Tides Rolling Waves System
DIVIDERS

EASY TO ASSEMBLE KITS

Our dividers are a creative way to redefine your office, entryway or meeting room. Choose from a variety of metal or acrylic material options. Each kit arrives ready to install; with all panels and hardware included.

Features:

- Standard 3-panel kit in 3’ wide by 5’ and 8’ heights including post or cable attachments
- Aluminum, Perforated, Laser Cut, or Acrylic
- Custom sizes and scalability
- Over 3,000 Móz Color & Grain options
PERFORATED/LASER CUT

PATTERNS FOR INTERIOR & EXTERIOR APPLICATIONS

From an interior partition or feature wall to a stunning exterior facade, seamlessly divide space with a reflective natural metal or a bold colorful pattern using a durable and cost effective material solution. Available in many standard patterns with the ability to customize the design to control the amount of light flow.

Features:
- Various gage thicknesses for added versatility
- Aluminum and Stainless
- Standard patterns and custom options
- Over 3,000 Móz Color & Grain options
- Powder & Kynar based coatings rated for exterior up to 10-20 years

Laser Cut Patterns:
(Non available including custom options.)
- Carte
- Contrails
- Lines

Perforated Patterns:
(Standard holes below. Custom available.)
- 3/16" dia. 3/16" stg (33% open area)
- 1/4" dia. 3/8" stg (42% open area)
- 3/8" dia. 3/4" stg (17% open area)
CORRUGATED

CORRUGATED ALUMINUM PRODUCES MOVEMENT

Take an innovative approach to traditional materials by incorporating color and visual texture. Infuse your project with intrigue and movement perfectly tuned to their surroundings.

Features:
• Solid-core .050" aluminum or .063" perforated aluminum
• 44-1/2” by 96” and 120” standard sheet sizes
• Custom sizes and options
• Over 3,000 Mdz Color & Grain options
• Powder & Kynar based coatings rated for exterior up to 10-20 years

Standard Corrugated Profiles
Corrugation runs parallel to the length of each sheet as shown. Overall coverage area of corrugated panels varies due to overlapping joints.
EXTERIOR APPLICATIONS
COLUMNS, FACADES, SCREENS, SIGNAGE & ART

Bring Móz outside with our specially formulated durable coatings and unique color collections, both standard and custom. We even offer new custom digital capabilities to really drive your design sense wild.

Features:
- Pre-finished and fabricated to arrive ready for installation
- A partner in seeking a cost-effective systemized approach to custom
- Over 3,000 Móz Color & Grain options (5 yr.)
- Stainless, #4 brushed or embossed options
- Powder & Kynar based coatings rated for exterior up to 10-20 years

Embossed Stainless available for higher impact installations.

Linen MM  Starlight MM  2WL MM  Eisblume MM

“We look forward to the continuing challenge of helping our clients transform great ideas into even greater realities and to building the strong relationships behind every successful project.”

- The Móz Team
BRANDING BY DESIGN

Móz partners with our clients to develop project-specific fixtures, displays, kiosks and signage for the retail industry to partitions, columns, ceilings and art for corporate environments. Our full service design and fabrication facilities include assistance in concept development, value engineering, project management to final installation drawings and details as a complete package.

Móz Fixtures include:

• POP / Displays
• Kiosks
• Signage / Wayfinding
• Screens / Partitions
• Canopies / Awnings
• Table Tops

"Those tabletops look amazing! My customer is extremely pleased. Thanks again!"  
- Maggie Landry, Ballentine Equipment Company
MÓZ ART

OUR METAL IS YOUR CANVAS

Let creativity guide the way as you design custom artwork using our multi-dimensional metals as a canvas. Select your material, layout, color and pattern to create a one-of-a-kind art piece that is sure to spark conversation. Use one of our metal patterns or design your own using our online configuration tool.

Móz Art Collections include:

- Available in hundreds of Móz colors and patterns
- Limitless custom opportunities
- Online configuration tool available for custom designs
- Pre-assembled and ready-to-install
- Durable and long-lasting solution for interior and exterior applications

Tides – Modular Shapes Add Depth and Dimension
Digital – Custom Metal Art Prints
Blendz – Infuse Spaces with Vibrant Colors and Patterns
Waves – Woven Metal Ribbons add Texture and Intrigue

At least 5/8” clearance above top edge of art piece
Distance from top of art piece to top of Art Panel hanger bracket varies from piece to piece, and will be included with your package.

Blendz Installation Wall Hanging System
[ COLLECTION ]

CLASSIC

Choose a neutral color for an understated sophistication or go bold with a radiant hue, sure to make a statement.

Móz Grains - The first layer of design, it adds the subtle texture that creates our signature look and uniquely impacts the color and final look of the metal.

View all: mozdesigns.com/classic-collection

CLASSIC COLLECTION

Ivory  Antique Gold  Light Champagne
Clear  Light Graphite  Light Pewter
Pewter  Indigo  Goldrush
Moss  Graphite  Light Khaki
Khaki  Champagne  Penny Copper
Honduran Mahogany  True Copper  English Walnut
Ebony  True Brass  Tangerine
Royal Blue  Sapphire  Cabernet

MACHINE GRAINS

Linen  Pinstripe
Shimmer  Rattan

HAND GRAINS

Bamboo  Fog
Coarse  Kelp
Clouds  Ripples

Directional grains always run parallel to the long side of a sheet. Grains shown in a clear finish and represent a 4’ x 4’ sheet.
GRADIENTS

Gradients offers a sophisticated and subtle way to add visual interest. Gradients are available in Aluminum, Perforated and Corrugated Aluminum.

View all:
mozdesigns.com/gradients-collection
The Blendz collection creates depth and movement within a space through the use of vibrant washes paired with the reflective properties of Móz metals. The Blendz Patina collection integrates the depth of color and variegated tones of copper and other natural materials in a lightweight, easy-to-install Móz metal.

View all: mozdesigns.com/blendz-collection

[ COLLECTION ]
BLENDZ

BLENDZ COLLECTION

BLENDZ PATINA COLLECTION

TAKE IT TO THE NEXT LEVEL
- Custom Colors Available
- Gloss and Matte Finish Options
- Interior/Exterior

View all: mozdesigns.com/blendz-collection
[ COLLECTION ]

GRAPHIX

Our Graphix collection is an innovative line of digitally printed metal surfaces inspired by timeless textile patterns. Available in eight patterns, each design is a layered composite of Móz grain, pattern and color to create our most dynamic surfacing option.

View all:
mozdesigns.com/graphix-metal

THE GRAPHIX COLLECTION

- Flare - Dusk
- Flare - Twilight
- Flare - Aurora
- Serpentine - Slate
- Serpentine - Lime
- Serpentine - Honey
- Cosmos - Aurora
- Cosmos - Supernova
- Cosmos - Twilight
- Loom - Smoke
- Loom - Indigo
- Loom - Peacock

TAKE IT TO THE NEXT LEVEL

- Incorporate a Gradient Color
- Submit your Own Vector Art
- Custom Colors Available
- Gloss and Matte Finish Options
- Interior/Exterior

View all:
mozdesigns.com/graphix-metal
ENGRAVINGS

New powder coat option creates a unique matte finish. Available in both interior and exterior applications.

View all: mozdesigns.com/engravings

POWDER COLORS
Textured powder coat colors available for interior/exterior use. Not available with silver lines.

- Snow
- Cream Metallic
- Bronze Sand
- Rust
- Rusted Copper
- Copper Metallic
- Silver Metallic
- Nickel
- Gold Metallic
- Black Sand
- Black Matte
- Cobalt Sand

TAKE IT TO THE NEXT LEVEL
- Incorporate a Gradients Color
- Apply a Digital Pattern
- Custom Colors Available
- Gloss and Matte Finish Options
- Interior/Exterior
- Powder & Kynar based coatings rated for exterior up to 10-20 years

View all: mozdesigns.com/engravings
DIGITAL IMAGERY

Combine one of Möz dynamic metal grains with your custom image to create a unique multi-layered surface. High Res showcases premium quality imagery for translucent panels in solid metal or perforated metal.

Features:
- Can be applied to many Möz Product Offerings
- Choose your Art, Pick Your Grain and Finish
- Design Assistance
- Consultation for your stock imagery choices
- Qualified technologies and labor
- Environmentally Friendly (made from 80% recycled aluminum)

View all options: mozdesigns.com/custom-digital-imagery
Go Beyond

Bring collections together for a striking new look by adding digital enhancements to any Móz Collection. Let our digital capabilities take your design to new limits.

Combine our BLENDZ PATINA with our ENGRAVINGS for a new effect.

Combine our GRADIENTS with your OWN ARTWORK for a new effect.

View all possibilities: mozdesigns.com/gobeyond
Our COMMITMENT

Passionate Experts
Our passionate group of metal experts are ready to assist you with both simple and complex design specifications. Our team is here to help bring your innovative visions to life.

Sustainable Solutions
Our products are designed, sourced and manufactured in Oakland, CA. Using solar to operate our facility with a robust recycling program to help minimize environmental impact throughout every step of the manufacturing process. Our products contribute to LEED® v4 materials and resources credits.